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1 About the strategy for analysing induction processes

Although an induction process is always focused upon a local item, its general features may depend on the global context. In this hypothesis, the best context one may hope for an analysis on induction processes is a scientific context, such as it is given by a whole, systematic theory. Then, rather than to focus the attention on a single process of induction resulting in a statement, I will take in account the actual ways the most representative scientific theories, ranging they from calculus to chemistry or psycho-analysis, represent induction in their generic processes.

The advantages are apparent. The set of past scientific theories represents one of the highest levels of intellectual activity, it constitutes a well-defined body of knowledge, it receives the most general agreement as possible on the statements, the symbols, the meanings, the arguments, the developments each theory involves. Moreover, we may refer no more to the low-level induction process for inducing a synthetic law from a collection of experimental data, but to the lot of the most relevant efforts performed by the greatest scientists for inducing from previous or experimental data some new decisive achievements in the history of the intellectual work. Last but not least, we may refer no more to an informal laboratory context, but we may refer to a formal context such as it is formalised by an author in his book presenting the theory. As a consequence, history of science becomes a relevant field of research for the discovery of the general features of the induction processes.

However, the disadvantages too are apparent. They amount to achieve a clear-cut appraisal of the foundations of scientific theories, since the induction processes
surely pertain to the most deep level of a theory, both in its genesis and in its logical development.

The present analysis is a consequence of my claim to have offered an appraisal of the foundations of science, by which I was able to characterise in a new way several theories. In few words, I found out that it is a misleading image the traditional image of science as a monolithic block, whose method is an unique one, whose logic is the classical one only, whose mathematics is at best the "rigorous" calculus, whose reference theory in theoretical physics is Newtonian mechanics. Instead, I discovered a basic bipolarism in all the previous, basic aspects of science.\(^1\)

In particular, let us consider logic. It is well-known that quantum mechanics suggests a non-classical logic. My studies showed that non-classical logic actually represents a more rooted phenomenon in history of science, being included by several instances of past scientific theories: Galileo's exposition of his results, Boyle's main theses, L. Carnot's calculus, geometry and mechanics, S. Carnot's thermodynamics, classical chemistry, Lobachevskii's non-Euclidean geometry, Galois' theory, etc. In these theories, non-classical logic constitutes a specific feature of a particular kind of a theory organisation, that is the organisation which is based on the search for a new method which is capable to solve an universal problem as well as correlated problems. Since this kind of organisation essentially depends from the principle of sufficient reason, it can be traced back to Leibniz' philosophy. (This principle is one out of the two great principles of the human mind - the other one being the principle of non-contradiction.\(^2\)). After Leibniz, D'Alembert\(^3\) distrusted the traditional deductive organisation (the "rational" one) for suggesting a new, "empirical" organisation. At last, L. Carnot founded his three scientific theories upon this new kind of organisation, which he was able to illustrate, although in intuitive terms only.\(^4\)

In the following, my claim is that a theory displaying a problem-based organisation preserves the generic process by which it was built; thus, a qualified version of induction is represented by such a scientific theory through the statements belonging to non-classical logic. I mean "non-classical logic" in the literal meaning of a logic which differs from classical logic at least as the intuitionistic logic does.

## 2 Double negated statements in classical scientific theories

My work in History of Science started by focusing the attention upon those past scientific theories which made a deliberate use of an elementary mathematics. I saw in them an attitude favourable to a mathematics consistently using of potential infinity only, i.e. a mathematics that since 1967 is known as constructive mathematics\(^5\). The first theories of this kind - L. Carnot's theories, classical chemistry, S. Carnot's thermodynamics and Lobachevskii's non-Euclidean geometry - all belong to the period around the French revolution. Moreover, each of them...
presents a common remarkable feature; it does not start from principles-axioms; rather, it presents as its crucial problem an universal problem, the solution of which requires the invention of a new scientific method; indeed, the development of the theory consists in a successful inquiry for this new method by starting from some methodological principles. I called such a kind of organization a problem-based, or problematical organization. L. Carnot emphasised both at the end of the first edition of his book on mechanics and in the preface of the second edition of the same book\(^5\) that the ideal of his theory was at variance with respect to the “rational method”.

Some more theories can be recognised - as we will see in the table of sect. 5 - as instances of a problem-based theory: for ex., Galois’ theory, Klein’s Erlangen program, Einstein’s special relativity, quantum mechanics, computability theory. I concluded that around French revolution a new way of organising a scientific theory began and then competed with the traditional, Aristotelian way of organising a theory in a full deductive way.

It is not apparent at first glance how to decide when a given theory is a problematic theory and then to extract its main problem. However, a crucial test for answering that question, is suggested by a further analysis on the previous theories of the period around the French revolution. In the original texts of such theories the authors themselves surprisingly presented their methodological principles under a same logical feature - i.e. each of these principles is a double negated statement \((\text{DNS})\), which is not equivalent to the corresponding affirmative statement\(^7\).

In physics the most known statement of this kind is “the impossibility of a perpetual motion” (perpetual = which has no end, as Stevin wrote it\(^8\)). As Gillispie remarked,\(^9\) this methodological principle played the role of a “demonstrative and tutelary principle” in L. Carnot’s mechanics, then it was currently used as the most suggestive principle of thermodynamics up to the time of Nernst. E. Mach maintained that it is more general and more fundamental than causality principle.\(^10\)

Actually, in no way such a statement can be changed in an equivalent positive statement enjoying scientific evidence. When following the classical logical law, \(\neg \neg A = A\), we drop out the two negations: “Every motion has an end”; that yet lacks of scientific evidence. Indeed, we are unable to state the exact moment of the end of a specific motion - e.g. the Earth, a motor-car - since we need the previous knowledge of the friction on the whole trajectory which actually is a priori unknown, at least in its extension if not in its shape. We have to conclude that in such a case \(\neg \neg A \neq A\), a typical law of intuitionistic logic\(^11\) and more in general non-classical logic.

For brevity sake, in the following I will list without comments some more DNSs - fitting the \(\neg \neg A \neq A\) law - which I was able to recognize in the original texts of scientific theories: “Infinitesimals are not chimerical beings” (chimerical = not real; L. Carnot); “A body cannot change its state of motion by itself (= if not by the action of other bodies)” (L. Carnot); “It is impossible that matter can be divided at infinity” (19th Century chemists); “We call element what we cannot
still decompose" (A. L. Lavoisier); “Nothing is created” (A. L. Lavoisier); “It is not contradictory the hypothesis ...” (N.I. Lobachevski); “It is patently absurd to guess that forces God gave to matter may be destroyed by man’s action” (J.P. Joule); “It is not true that heat is not equal to work” (thermodynamicists); “Under geometrical transformations there are un-changed quantities” (F. Klein).

3 Double negated statements in recent scientific theories

The recent scientific theories disclosed this problematic organisation of a theory, because in them the problem to meet the DNS was unavoidable, since it was no more possible the traditional solution of inventing some ad hoc, unscientific words; e.g. to call an infinitesimal as “a different kind of zero” (Euler) or as a number that “tends” to zero; to say that a body “perseveres” in its state of motion (Newton); or that heat is “equivalent” to work (Clausius, Kelvin, etc.).

As a matter of fact the birth of intuitionism blurred the traditional picture of a mathematical theory as a full deductive organisation. Brouwer distrusted all axioms and moreover he conceived the deductions in a so different way from those of classical logic, that he rejected some well-established logical laws. One may suggest that what Brouwer actually changed was just the organization of the logical theory, since intuitionistic logic may be considered as the theory of logic yet organized in a problematic way. In addition, his intuition of a number surely differs from any conceivable axiom.

The very novelty carried on by special relativity was to destroy the basic notions of the deductive organisation of mechanics, i.e. absolute space and absolute time, together with the cause-force. It evidenced rather the problematic organisation of a theory, inasmuch as it was based on a crucial problem, i.e. to find out the general covariance of the physical laws, or in other terms the Lorentz group as the relativity group. Its main problem is manifested by Einstein when, in addition to the postulate of relativity, he introduced “another postulate which is only apparently irreconcilable with the former.” (Einstein 1905)

Then, the disclosing process became as irreversible by the birth of quantum mechanics. Its novelty consisted in the fact that the typical problem of this theory - and hence its DNS - concerned no more some foundational notions only, but the definition of the state itself of the system. It is well-known that quantum mechanics includes an universal problem, i.e. the problem of the measurement of two physical magnitudes. This problem may be well-represented by a DNS: “It is not true that two magnitudes cannot be measured at the same time”. Indeed, owing to the indeterminacy principle the corresponding statement without negations is false; on the other hand, by dropping out one negation one obtains again a false statement, since quantum mechanics teaches a way for performing such measures; all depend on the method we are following. 13)
I furthermore recall that computability theory cannot appeal to principle-axioms. Rather, it is aimed to solve the universal problem of what is a calculation; its methodological principle was stated by Church under an odd denomination ("thesis"), just since it was embarrassing either to call it as "axiom", or to claim an entirely different organization of the theory. Its DNS is apparently: "it is not true that the intuitive notion of computability is not equal to the abstract, formal one"; it is correctly a problem, not a thesis.

It is remarkable that the recourse to DNSs constitutes the subject of a little - yet, crucial - paper which was written by S. Freud in order to give a foundation to his psycho-analytic theory. "On Negation" (1925) suggests that when the patient states: "In my memory I did not want to kill my mother", in its turn the analyst has to deny this negated statement: "It is not true that he did not want to kill his mother". "This way to mean the negation well agrees with the fact that in the analysis no instance of "not" coming from the unconscious is ever discovered as well as the fact that never the recognition of the unconscious by the ego is formalised by a negative sentence. No more apparent evidence is possible for our success in our aim to discover the unconscious than the moment when the analysed person reacts to our discovery by means of the sentence: "I did not think that" or even "To that I never thought.".14 The whole Freud's paper may be analysed and interpreted under the light drawn by DNSs. The result I obtained was a consistent theory of the psycho-analytic world.15

I conclude that no more adequate illustration of an induction process may be the representation of the process by which an analyst by relying upon some little symptoms only, truly some negated statements (stated by the patient about his dreams) guesses the illness of a patient.

In addition, the DNSs have their philosophical source from the principle of sufficient reason, i.e. the second principle among - according to Leibniz - the two great principles of human mind. In fact, Leibniz stated the principle in the following way: "Nothing is without cause."16, which itself is a DNS. All that I suggested may constitute an improvement of Leibniz' program for an *ars inventandi*, unsuccessfully searched by Leibniz himself and by several his followers for at least a Century and half.

Actually, the use of non-classical logic in scientific theories was effective since some centuries ago, but unfortunately this historical origin remained ever unrecognized. Only at present time, when mathematical logic formalised the very borderlines between classical logic and the several kinds of non-classical logic it is possible to sharply evidentiate this characteristic feature of the scientific activity.

All that lead to investigate furtherly this kind of arguing in scientific theories. Truly, when a DNS is put at the very beginning of a theory, each possible chain of subsequent deductions lacks of that deductive evidence Aristotle suggested for the organisation of a scientific theory according to the apodictic ideal. Without doubt, a DNS is an open statement, it cannot state anything with certainty if not a bound of our thinking, i.e. the impossibility that ~A is the same that either A, or ~A. Indeed, the introduction of statements of non-classical logic in the foundations
of a theory makes impossible the general validity of the law of excluded middle -
either \( A \) or \( \neg A \) - and hence the a priori choice - as the apodictic science does -
for the deductive method too, which relies upon the use of that law. In physical
terms most DNSs take the version of a physical impossibility - say, of a perpetuum
motion.

Under this light, we may see each previous DNS as an instance of the core of an
induction process which obtained as a result a new method for solving the general,
universal problem of the corresponding scientific theory.\(^{17}\)

4 Induction as L. Carnot’s new synthetic method

It is possible to improve this characterisation of an induction process?

Let us follow Brouwer’s suggestion, according to which logic does not grew up
by itself; rather, it developed as an epiphenomenon of the scientific knowledge. If
my line of illustration of the problem is correct, now we dispose of a lot of scientific
experiences -represented by the all above-mentioned theories- upon which we can
study our problem to recognise in a general and adequate way the main features
of this process of induction.

One may start by choosing the most suitable theory for this kind of analysis.
Surely, it is calculus the most astonishing achievement of Western science. About
it we will refer to the interpretation by Lazare Carnot, i.e. the same author that
offered some suggestions about the two ways for organizing science.

In the book on calculus, \textit{Reflexions...}, Lazare Carnot made a so abundant
use of DNSs to cumulate six negations in the statement of the one principle of
his theory.\(^{18}\) An analysis of his merely linguistic re-formulation of calculus shows
that he well perceived the great relevance of negations, although he was unable to
recognise the basic laws of non-classical logic - actually, in his time classical logic
too lacked of a formalization.

It is possible to select a set of such statements whose sequence is sufficient to
synthesize his new foundation of calculus\(^{10}\) - that evidentiates the consistent use
by L. Carnot of non-classical logic in the most advanced mathematics of his time,
although he was unaware of modern mathematical logic.

After two introductory remarks - “Does not exist no one discovery that produced
in mathematics a revolution so successful and abrupt...”\(^{20}\), \textit{Nothing is more plain
than the exact notion of infinity.”} (p. 174) - his starting point was stated in a sharp
way: “Infinitesimals are \textit{not chimerical beings}” (chimerical = \textit{not} real; p. 182).
This statement constitutes the main problem of the theory at issue.

This statement is followed by a new definition of an infinitesimal and then he
presents the interpretation based upon the theory of the double fault, previously
advanced by both Leibniz and Berkeley. An infinitesimal “...is no other thing than
the difference of two quantities, both having for limit a third quantity” (p. 174).
Then according to him, calculus adds to the mathematical system some auxiliary
variables (they are commonly called infinitesimals). That leads to consider an
auxiliary system (imperfect equations), where it is easier than before to find out the solution of the problem.

"...it is apparent that the theory of infinity is no other thing than a calculation of compensated faults, and that the advantage of this calculus consists in the fact that, while the conditions of a question are often too much difficult to be exactly expressed by means of rigorous equations they are instead easily expressed by means of imperfect equations; the calculus gives the way for extracting from these imperfect equations the same results and relations each of which is at all sure, as if the primitive equations truly were of the most certain exactitude, and that procedure is developed by means of the mere elimination of the quantities whose presence caused these faults." (p. 217) That is, by just managing to suppress the auxiliary variables (as traditional calculus is able to do by suppressing higher order infinitesimals in comparison to lower order infinitesimals) the desired solution of the original system results.

"What matters in fact whether these quantities are or not chimerical beings, when relations are not so; and when these relations are the one thing we are interested in?" (p. 225)

His result was a so deep insight in the foundation of science to be recognised as an anticipation of non-standard analysis.21)

In a final "Note" of his celebrated book22) he presented for the last time his general method as constituting an improvement of the old synthetic method. In the calculus, "infinitesimal quantities are no other thing than auxiliary quantities, which are necessarily to be eliminated in order to obtain the wanted results." This kind of interpretation follows from the synthetic method, which never employs other thing than the very quantities which it wants to mutually compare, and it never compares them if not directly or by the intermediation of some other quantities which are effective as the previous ones. Instead, the analytical method often takes as comparison terms among the very quantities some imaginary beings, some purely algebraic forms; yet, these algebraic forms carry on by themselves the index which is useful for their elimination, by means of several transformations
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which want progressively clean the calculation by reducing it to the explicit forms; otherwise, this calculation will be useless, just as an unaccomplished calculation is.”

In other words, this method is apparent only when the auxiliary variables “are effective”. When instead they are ideal, “imaginary beings”, then the process may give even rise to the desired solution, yet it changes of nature; it becomes an idealised process of a genius’ mind. L. Carnot’s method was then paralleled by modern, Hilbert’s method - based upon highly idealised notions - for the elimination of the quantifiers.\textsuperscript{23} However, L. Carnot’s method, by “never losing sight of the content of the auxiliary variables”, that is without never allowing “beings of reason”, always made use of effectively computable beings for investigating the foundations of mathematics. In other terms, induction processes are manifest when the mathematics is bounded to be the constructive one.

I conclude that L. Carnot’s genius was to follow Leibniz’ investigations on the method of the most advanced achievement of past scientific thinking, calculus. Being successful, L. Carnot applied the resulting method for giving new foundations to the whole body of the formalised science of his time.

5 Interpretation of all problematic theories by means of L. Carnot’s method

Let us improve furtherly previous interpretation of the induction process. At present we have a wider basis for investigating this process than Carnot’s calculus only. We will investigate all theories which - after L. Carnot’s analysis - followed the problematic type of organisation, that is all theoretical experiences cumulated by mankind in two-Centuries of inductive work for building scientific theories in a different way than the Aristotelian one. All they may be interpreted by means of the new specific method which was suggested by L. Carnot.

For brevity’ sake, I will present a synthetic table listing the main characteristic features of these theories as they are emphasised by L. Carnot’s method. However, we cannot hope that the new interpretation suggested by L. Carnot’s method may be sharply recognised in the original writings presenting each theory, since we have to take in account that the past theories are born from the ingenuity of their founders, who only in a partial way went beyond their particular technicalities for perceiving the general scheme of the induction process. For brevity’s sake I will omit the discussion of dubious evidences - which do not at all mean contrary evidences - for the characterisations at issue.

- $1 \text{p}(\bar{7} \text{in}) - 1 \text{p}(\text{1.in}) - 1 \text{p}(\text{1.in}) - 1 \text{p}(\text{7.in}) - 1 \text{p}(\text{7.in})$ — Theory —
- What has to be induced — Methodological principle — Auxiliary variables — Operations’ cycle —
- — L. Carnot’s Calculus — The nature of the infinitesimals — It is not true that infinitesimals are chimerical beings — Infinitesimals — yes —
6 A comparative analysis of the induction process in problematic theories.

I add to the previous list one more theory, i.e. number theory, which is very relevant because it is the basic one for the entire mathematics and moreover it formalises the induction process by means of a specific, basic principle, that is the induction principle.

Elsewhere,\textsuperscript{24} I revisited Poincaré’s polemics with logicians about number theory. I showed that his idea of the “intuitive principle” in opposition to the “formal principle” may be consistently interpreted according to a DNS which actually was stated by Poincaré as follows:

\[
\forall n \quad [T(0) \& T(n) \rightarrow T(n+1)] \rightarrow \neg \exists n \neg T(n)
\]

where the predicate T represents Poincaré’s words “no contradiction” (truly, a DNS by itself).
One may add that Brouwer, when he stated the induction principle quoted Poincaré's comments and reiterated almost the same words. He added one specific remark. He considered the intuition of mathematics as "invariance in change as well as unity in similitude." That is, he conceived the induction principle as a rule for adding a new element - as in L. Carnot's synthetic method - in order to achieve the invariant of this process, i.e. the very notion of an integer number.

This hint for a mathematical formalisation of an induction process was better developed by L. Carnot again. In mechanics, L. Carnot's method of adding auxiliary variables to the original system gave rise to a group of transformations - the group of geometrical motions - whose invariants are the conservations of the mechanical quantities which are sufficient to solve the main problem of his theory, i.e. the shock of bodies. In fact, L. Carnot was proud to be the founder by means of his theory of geometrical motions of an entirely new theory, qualified as "intermediate between geometry and mechanics." Today this theory is easily recognised as the group theory, or in other terms the arguing in theoretical physics by means of symmetry. Unfortunately, this discovery was not appreciated by his contemporaries and at the time of Einstein too the symmetry was not considered a very subject for theoretical physics. It was widely recognised as an essential tool for a theoretical physicist not before the years '50.

This postponed, abrupt change suggested some reflections. Some physicists and mathematicians suggested that symmetry is essentially linked to Leibniz' thinking, in particular the principle of sufficient reason and the "ambiguity" - really, a loose way to suggest the content of a DNS. A. O. Barut re-visited almost all past theories by starting Kepler's version of gravitation theory, which is recognised as a first hint for an arguing by means of symmetry. He is able to develop this hint up to a definite result by means of the modern techniques of theoretical physics. Then, he lists almost all physical theories and he decides for each of them whether it is founded or not upon the symmetry. He concludes that this mathematical technique of arguing played a role which was sometimes a cooperative role, sometimes a complementary role to the "dynamic" technique, that is the differential equations.

Unfortunately, Barut ignored the first introduction of mathematical symmetry in science by Lazare Carnot's mechanics. By adding to Barut's list this case, one obtains in mechanics the lacking, alternative formulation of the well-known formulations - which are all based upon the differential equations. Moreover, he ignored that according to a recent paper classical thermodynamics also is based upon symmetry. This further case completes Barut's list, which now covers all theories of classical physics.

By means of the above facts I successfully tested in all theories of classical physics the following hypothesis which improves Barut's one: In a scientific theory, the technique of differential equations, i.e Barut's "dynamics", constitutes the typical way of mathematical arguing in a formulation founded upon classical mathematics and an Aristotelian, fully deductive organisation, whereas "symmetry" is the typical mathematical arguing in the case the formulation is based upon constructive mathematics and a problematic organisation.
Really, being no more qualified induction process possible than the mathematical discovery of the invariants under a group of transformations, I conclude that we obtained the mathematical formulation of induction processes. The last pre-conditions of the above hypothesis offer evidence for what I suggested at the beginning of the present paper, that is the induction depends upon the context.
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